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Abstract

Background: While several studies have examined the accuracy of direct genomic breeding values (DGV) within
and across purebred cattle populations, the accuracy of DGV in crossbred or multi-breed cattle populations has
been less well examined. Interest in the use of genomic tools for both selection and management has increased
within the hybrid seedstock and commercial cattle sectors and research is needed to determine their efficacy. We
predicted DGV for six traits using training populations of various sizes and alternative Bayesian models for a population
of 3240 crossbred animals. Our objective was to compare alternate models with different assumptions regarding the
distributions of single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) effects to determine the optimal model for enhancing feasibility
of multi-breed DGV prediction for the commercial beef industry.

Results: Realized accuracies ranged from 0.40 to 0.78. Randomly assigning 60 to 70% of animals to training (n ≈ 2000
records) yielded DGV accuracies with the smallest coefficients of variation. Mixture models (BayesB95, BayesCπ) and
models that allow SNP effects to be sampled from distributions with unequal variances (BayesA, BayesB95) were
advantageous for traits that appear or are known to be influenced by large-effect genes. For other traits, models differed
little in prediction accuracy (~0.3 to 0.6%), suggesting that they are mainly controlled by small-effect loci.

Conclusions: The proportion (60 to 70%) of data allocated to training that optimized DGV accuracy and minimized the
coefficient of variation of accuracy was similar to large dairy populations. Larger effects were estimated for some SNPs
using BayesA and BayesB95 models because they allow unequal SNP variances. This substantially increased DGV
accuracy for Warner-Bratzler Shear Force, for which large-effect quantitative trait loci (QTL) are known, while no loss in
accuracy was observed for traits that appear to follow the infinitesimal model. Large decreases in accuracy (up to 0.07)
occurred when SNPs that presumably tag large-effect QTL were over-regressed towards the mean in BayesC0
analyses. The DGV accuracies achieved here indicate that genomic selection has predictive utility in the commercial
beef industry and that using models that reflect the genomic architecture of the trait can have predictive advantages
in multi-breed populations.
Background
National Cattle Evaluation (NCE) has been employed
within the US beef industry for over four decades [1]
and is based upon mixed linear model methodologies
[2]. NCE has provided purebred breeders with a valuable
tool to increase genetic gains in many economically
important traits, but this tool has been largely unavailable
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outside the seedstock sector. Meuwissen et al. [3]
proposed a methodology, genomic selection (GS), which
began to revolutionize NCE by allowing producers to
reduce the generation interval through the avoidance of
progeny testing. However, this methodology also has
potential applications within the commercial beef cattle
sector where most animals are crossbred, ancestry is often
comprised of many breeds, and pedigree is unknown.
Selection could be practiced with DGV in the absence of a
formal genetic evaluation, or animals could be managed
(i.e., in the feedlot) by determining their genetic potential
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for carcass and feed efficiency traits. Given the potential
of these applications for increasing producer and operator
profitability and better managing traits related to the
consumer’s acceptance of beef, more research is
needed to evaluate the efficacy of these technologies in
crossbred cattle.
Many DGV methodologies have been shown to be

effective when analyses are constrained to a single breed
of cattle [4,5], and procedures to generate DGV have
been most thoroughly tested in purebred populations
due to the ease of DNA and phenotype (often expect-
ed progeny differences, known as EPD) collection and
simpler population structure. However, admixture is
prevalent in US commercial beef cattle populations, and
DGV prediction models that were developed using regis-
tered animals from a single breed are likely to be ineffective
outside of the purebred sector [6]. With few exceptions,
genetic evaluation is currently performed only within
the US registered sector, but some breed associations
now include crosses such as British-Continental hy-
brids (i.e., LimFlex, Balancer, SimAngus, etc.) in NCE.
There is also an increasing interest in performing genetic
evaluation in the commercial sector (such as in a commer-
cial feedlot) due to the increased amounts of genetic vari-
ation and greater number of phenotypes available for
analysis, especially for traits for which phenotypes are a
limiting factor in purebred seedstock (i.e., carcass traits).
Simulation studies have suggested that while it may be dif-
ficult to generate precise across-breed DGV prediction
models, these types of models could be effective across
many breeds if the phase relationships between markers
and QTL are preserved [7,8].
Recent studies [4,9] using Bayesian models to estimate

DGV have found that Bayesian models have a small
advantage over genomic BLUP (GBLUP), which incorpo-
rates REML estimation of variance components [10-12].
Those studies indicate that the advantages of some
Bayesian models are primarily due to their ability to more
appropriately model the architecture of QTL effects
within the genome, especially for traits that possess large-
effect QTL [13]. Moreover, these models can include and
sometimes estimate a parameter, π, which represents the
proportion of genotyped SNPs which are not associated
with trait variation. While estimation of this parameter is
problematic when the infinitesimal model holds, or when
sample size is small, the approach allows an examination
of the genetic architecture, which is particularly useful for
oligogenic traits.
Development of DGV prediction models in admixed

and crossbred populations has theoretical advantages,
including an increased number of possible samples as
compared to single-breed purebred populations and the
ability to access data on animals in commercial and non-
pedigreed populations. In addition, admixed populations
have been effectively used to train prediction models in
simulation studies [7] and shown to exhibit only small to
moderate decreases in accuracy compared to purebred
populations [14] provided that the breeds present in the
validation population were also present in the training
population [7,11,15]. Because the prediction accuracy of
DGV is influenced by the extent of familial relationships
between animals in the training and implementation popu-
lations, which may be reduced in composite populations
[6,13], it is important to examine whether these approaches
can be used in large crossbred populations.
Despite the preponderance of crossbred animals within

the commercial US beef population, few studies have ex-
amined the development of multi-breed DGV prediction
models using field data on crossbred beef cattle. The stud-
ies published to date have primarily focused on feed effi-
ciency evaluations [16,17], although there is interest in
more widespread applications for genomic selection in
multi-breed beef cattle populations. A study by Kachman
et al. [15] pooled purebred animals into multi-breed
groups to compare prediction in multi-breed versus single-
breed populations for weaning and yearling weight. They
found that accuracies were similar for both across- and
within-breed DGV, as long as animals for the breed being
predicted were present in the training population. These
studies and the interest in genotyping technology within
the industry indicate that to ensure the broadest possible
impact, we must begin to understand how genomic tech-
nologies can be applied in commercial cattle populations,
not just in multi-breed purebred populations, for which
pedigree is unknown, and complex admixture is prevalent.
Another study by Weber et al. [18] compared genomic

prediction in a multi-breed composite population with
single-breed and multi-breed purebred predictions for
growth and carcass traits that were generated using
BayesCπ and found that training in multi-breed popula-
tions aided in the prediction of composite computations
comprised of those breeds, but accuracies across all of
the populations were fairly low. Although their results
varied substantially across traits and breeds, breeds other
than Angus and Hereford were sparsely represented, and
some breeds were not present in both the training and
validation populations, which may partially explain the
lower overall predictive power across all 18 breeds and
composite populations in the study.
We hypothesize that additional accuracy could be

obtained in crossbred, multi-breed commercial beef cat-
tle populations by using models that account for unequal
SNP variances for traits with large-effect QTL. To evaluate
this hypothesis, we generated genomic prediction models
using various Bayesian approaches implemented in
the GenSel software package to evaluate the amount
of accuracy that may be lost in multi-breed prediction
due to inadequate modeling of genetic architecture. This
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information could lead to a greater and more effective use
of genomic tests for multi-breed DGV prediction in com-
mercial cattle. In this paper, we discuss the potential of
using genomic technologies in the commercial beef indus-
try, either for selection (cow/calf producers) or for manage-
ment (feedlot managers or stocker operators that sort cattle
based on genetic potential), by developing and validating
genomic prediction models for carcass traits in the absence
of pedigree or purebred training data.
To achieve these objectives, we used a crossbred popu-

lation of commercial steers and heifers from the National
Cattleman’s Beef Association sponsored Carcass Merit
Project (CMP) to evaluate the accuracy of DGV prediction
models for carcass traits using various proportions of
animals in training and validation populations and four
different Bayesian prediction models.

Methods
Populations
A subset (n = 3360) of individuals that contributed to the
CMP study, originally implemented to address issues of
consumer dissatisfaction with their beef eating experiences,
were chosen for genotyping based on the availability of
observations for Warner-Bratzler Shear Force (WBSF),
which is an objective measure of meat tenderness, and
completeness of carcass records for all other traits. The
selected sample represented five different sire breeds of
taurine cattle (Angus n = 660, Charolais n = 702, Hereford
n = 1192, Limousin n = 285, and Simmental n = 521). The
design of the CMP and procedures for data collection were
described by Minick et al. [19]. All of the animals enrolled
in the CMP were sired by registered bulls nominated by
their respective breed associations (Angus, Charolais,
Hereford, Limousin, and Simmental) whereas dams were
from commercial herds. Angus- and Hereford-sired CMP
progeny were most similar to a purebred population due to
the sires being mated to commercial dams with Angus and
Hereford ancestry, however, the Continental-breed sired
progeny were most similar to crossbred commercial cattle
populations due to mating of Limousin, Simmental and
Charolais bulls to commercial cows with a high percentage
of Angus ancestry [19,20].

Phenotypic Data
USDA personnel recorded marbling score (MARB), hot
carcass weight (HCW), fat thickness at the 12th and
13th rib interface (FT), and ribeye muscle area (REA)
between 24 and 48 hours post-mortem. Steaks were
vacuum-packaged and aged for 14 days before the col-
lection of WBSF records at Kansas State University.
Muscle, DNA, and white blood cells (WBC) were obtained
for each animal from Texas A&M University under mater-
ial transfer agreements (MTA) with each of the sample
owners (American Angus Association, American Hereford
Association, American Simmental Association, American
International Charolais Association, and the North American
Limousin Foundation). WBC samples were obtained at
weaning, whereas muscle samples were obtained at har-
vest as carcass data were recorded and steaks were col-
lected for WBSF analysis. Paternity and identification
matching of DNA profiles from WBC and muscle samples
were performed as part of the CMP protocol for all sam-
ples for which DNA was received, but were not performed
for all animals within the project. Animals with paternity
or identification errors were removed and DNA was re-
extracted from muscle samples at the University of Mis-
souri to ensure that genotypes and phenotypes correctly
matched to the same animal. Genomic DNA was extracted
from 2940 muscle samples by proteinase K digestion
followed by phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol extraction
and ethanol precipitation [21]. The remaining 420 samples
were not re-extracted and DNA provided by Texas A&M
University was used since these samples had successfully
passed paternity and identification verification. The num-
ber of phenotypes available for analysis for each breed and
trait is in Table 1.

Genotypic data
All CMP samples were genotyped using the Illumina Bovi-
neSNP50 BeadArray [22], which assays 54 001 SNPs. A
custom Illumina GoldenGate assay (additional details are in
[20]) was used to generate genotypes for an additional 96
putative SNPs located within 186 kb of calpastatin (CAST)
and calpain-1 (CAPN1) genes. All genotypes were called
using Illumina GenomeStudio software. SNP locations were
obtained using UMD3.1 build coordinates [23] and data
were filtered for quality control. Animals were removed
from analysis if their overall call rate was less than 95%. Fil-
tering removed SNPs with a call rate less than 0.89 (to in-
clude all commercialized SNPs for tenderness), and minor
allele frequency (MAF) less than 0.01, leaving 40 645 SNPs
for analysis on 3240 animals (Angus n = 651, Charolais
n = 695, Hereford n = 1,095, Limousin n = 283, and Sim-
mental n = 516). FastPHASE v1.2.3 [24] was used to phase
genotypes and impute the 0.89% of missing genotypes.

Models
Across-breed DGV prediction models were developed for
traits recorded in the CMP using four Bayesian methodolo-
gies (BayesA, BayesB95, BayesC0, and BayesCπ) that are
implemented in the GenSel software package [25] devel-
oped at Iowa State University and widely used for GS
[4,5,9]. Each trait (WBSF; REA; MARB; FT; HCW, percent
cooking loss, %CL, and yield grade, YG) was analyzed using
160 000 Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) iterations
(10 000 for burn-in) and each model was parameterized
using starting values estimated as weighted means of the
within-breed residual and additive genetic variances that



Table 2 Parameter starting values for BayesCπ, BayesC0,
BayesB95, and BayesA analyses

Trait1 Analysis π Va Ve

WBSF (kg) BayesCπ 0.99 0.416 0.624

BayesC0 0 0.416 0.624

BayesA 0 0.16 0.55

BayesB95 0.95 0.16 0.55

REA (cm2) BayesCπ 0.95 25.629 40.170

BayesC0 0 25.629 40.170

BayesA 0 21 44

BayesB95 0.95 21 44

MARB (units) BayesCπ 0.9 3500 2600

BayesC0 0 3500 2600

BayesA 0 3500 2600

BayesB95 0.95 3500 2600

FT (cm) BayesCπ 0.95 0.092 0.063

BayesC0 0 0.092 0.063

BayesA 0 0.011 0.136

BayesB95 0.95 0.011 0.136

HCW (kg) BayesCπ 0.9 373.06 571.19

BayesC0 0 373.06 571.19

BayesA 0 610 615

BayesB95 0.95 610 615

YG (units) BayesCπ 0.9 0.2049 0.2049

BayesC0 0 0.2049 0.2049

BayesA 0 0.035 0.358

BayesB95 0.95 0.035 0.358
1WBSF, Warner-Bratzler Shear Force; REA, Ribeye Muscle Area; MARB, Marbling
score; FT, Backfat Thickness; HCW, Hot Carcass Weight; YG, Yield Grade.

Table 1 Number of phenotypes, means, and standard deviations for each breed and analyzed trait

Trait1 Angus Charolais Hereford Limousin Simmental Total

WBSF (kg) 651 3.7 ± 0.8 695 4.4 ± 0.8 1095 4.8 ± 1.1 283 4.3 ± 1.0 516 4.4 ± 1.0 3240 4.4 ± 1.0

REA (cm2) 644 82.1 ± 7.4 693 90.9 ± 8.7 1090 83.4 ± 9.1 276 102.3 ± 14.3 510 83.4 ± 10.1 3213 86.4 ± 11.1

MARB 644 564.2 ± 96.8 695 504.8 ± 65.3 1095 490.6 ± 72.3 276 458.1 ± 65.4 53 562.3 ± 77.1 2763 509.5 ± 83.9

FT (cm) 611 1.4 ± 0.4 693 1.1 ± 0.4 1057 1.5 ± 0.5 276 1.1 ± 0.6 509 0.9 ± 0.6 3146 1.3 ± 0.5

HCW (kg) 644 357.0 ± 32.0 695 360.8 ± 37.7 1095 365.8 ± 33.6 276 362.2 ± 33.7 509 344.4 ± 41.7 3219 359.3 ± 36.3

YG 627 3.1 ± 0.6 689 2.5 ± 0.6 1095 3.2 ± 0.8 249 2.0 ± 1.1 510 2.8 ± 0.8 3170 2.9 ± 0.8
1WBSF, Warner-Bratzler Shear Force; REA, Ribeye Muscle Area; MARB, Marbling score; FT, Backfat Thickness; HCW, Hot Carcass Weight; YG, Yield Grade.
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were obtained by applying REML to the GBLUP analysis
(as in the GBLUP for WBSF reported in [20]), except where
otherwise noted. Because estimates of the distribution of
QTL effects were available for each trait from the GBLUP
analyses (SNP allele substitution effects were estimated by
regression on DGV according to [6]), this knowledge was
used to define starting values for π, the proportion of
markers that do not influence each trait. Traits for which
large-effect genes were detected were provided a BayesCπ
starting value of 0.99 and those that more closely followed
the infinitesimal model received starting values that ranged
from 0.9 to 0.95.
For these models, SNP effects are assumed normally

distributed conditional on the SNP variances. All SNP
variances had scaled inverse χ2 priors [9]. When π is es-
timated from the data (BayesCπ), it has a uniform (0,1)
prior distribution. For all other analyses (BayesA, BayesB95,
and BayesC0), π was assumed to be known and was speci-
fied in the analyses. Parameter starting values for each
analysis are in Table 2. BayesC in which π = 0 (BayesC0)
was used because of its similarity to GBLUP. Like GBLUP,
BayesC0 assumes that all SNP effects are drawn from a
distribution with a constant variance and that all SNPs
contribute towards the prediction of DGV, but unlike
GBLUP it does not assume a known variance. BayesA (in
which π = 0) was also used, and, like BayesC0, includes all
markers in the prediction model. BayesA [3] differs from
BayesC0 in that individual SNP variances are estimated
for each locus. In fitting BayesB with an assumed π > 0 (in
our case, 0.95), two Metropolis-Hastings (MH) iterations
were used in each step of MCMC sampling to determine
if a locus should be sampled in that iteration. Finally, we
performed a BayesCπ analysis which assumes a constant
SNP variance [9]. However, the posterior means of each
SNP effect variance were shrunk inversely proportional to
the frequency with which each SNP was included in the
model over the MCMC chain which essentially resulted in
SNP effect variances that were unique for each SNP. In
the BayesA, BayesB and BayesC analyses, π was treated as
known (0 for BayesA, 0.95 for BayesB95 and 0 for
BayesC0), whereas in the BayesCπ analyses, π was esti-
mated from the data.
Because the data were pre-adjusted for mean and
contemporary group effects estimated in a BayesCπ
analysis, the model fit to the data was:

yi ¼
Xk

j¼1

zijuj þ ei



Figure 1 Comparison of DGV accuracies achieved in validation
from analyses with uninformed starting values (Au) and informed
starting values (Ai). All analyses were completed for WBSF using a
random sample of animals from the total sample for training and the
remainder of animals used for validation. Panel A shows realized
accuracies estimated using a heritability estimated from the BayesC0
best fit analysis. Panel B shows realized accuracies estimated using
heritability estimates obtained within each respective analysis.
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where:

yi = phenotypes pre-adjusted for the mean and
contemporary group effects for each trait,
k = number of marker loci fit in the analysis,
zij = allelic state (AA = 10, AB = 0, BB = −10) of animal i
at marker j,
uj = random additive effect for marker j, and
ei = residual.

For these models, the posterior mean for each marker’s
effect was influenced by its realized rate of inclusion in
the model when prior assumptions are uj ~ N 0; σ2u

� �
with

probability 1 - π or uj = 0 with probability π. The DGV for
each animal in the validation set was obtained as the sum
of all individual estimated marker breeding values (using
the posterior means for all post burn-in samples) over
all k markers estimated during training.
Starting values for additive genetic and residual vari-

ances for all analyses were generated as the weighted
averages of each variance component across all within-
breed GBLUP analyses for each trait for the BayesC0
and BayesCπ analyses. For all BayesA analyses, sensitiv-
ity of the estimated variance components to the starting
values was noted (Figure 1) in the across-breed analyses
when the weighted averages of variance components
were used (Au), so the starting values were adjusted to
reflect the posterior means from the BayesCπ analyses
(Ai), where the data overwhelmed the starting values.
Sensitivity of BayesA and BayesB analyses to the starting
values for variance components has previously been ob-
served [9,26]. Identical training and validation data popu-
lations were analyzed by each model for all 20 bootstrap
samples to ensure fair comparisons across analytical
models. BayesB95 analyses were run exclusively on the
best-fit data sets for which the allocation proportions into
training and validation sets were determined to minimize
the coefficient of variation for the correlation between
DGV and phenotypes in the validation set. Contemporary
groups were defined by the interaction between herd of
origin, breed, sex, and harvest date and were modeled as
a fixed effect in a single BayesCπ analysis including
all animals for each breed and trait, and observations
were then pre-corrected for these effects to generate
the phenotypes used for subsequent analysis. This pre-
correction step, rather than adjustment of records within
each individual analysis, was necessary to allow the parti-
tioning of animals into training and validation populations
without the need to correct the data within each subpopu-
lation for these effects.
GenSel reports correlations between phenotypes and

DGV estimated in the validation population using the
posterior means of SNP effects obtained in the training
data analysis. The resulting correlation does not directly
estimate the accuracy of the predicted DGV but is
biased downwards because our input variables were phe-
notypes and not deregressed breeding values. In most
cases, we report realized accuracies, calculated as

rg ̂ ;yffiffiffiffi
h2

p

because
ffiffiffiffiffi
h2

p
is the largest value that the correlation

between phenotypes and breeding values can theoretic-
ally achieve. Within each breed, realized accuracies were
estimated using the correlation from the GenSel analysis
and heritabilities estimated from the corresponding
within-breed GBLUP analysis using procedures outlined
in McClure et al. [20]. Within-breed heritability estimates
are in Table 3. Heritability estimates for cooking loss,
kidney, pelvic, and heart fat, and internal fat percentages
were not different from zero for all breeds and no further
analyses were conducted for these traits.

Allocation to training and validation populations
Animals were randomly assigned over 20 bootstrap
replicates to training and validation populations regardless
of breed. In cases where within-breed results were available
[See Additional file 1: Table S1], they were generated by



Table 3 Within-breed heritability estimates estimated by
REML in GBLUP analyses

Trait1 Angus Charolais Hereford Limousin Simmental

WBSF 0.52 0.46 0.17 0.09 0.08

REA 0.61 0.21 0.23 0.55 0.29

MARB 0.51 0.57 0.49 0.41 0.87

FT 0.40 0.50 0.28 0.94 0.65

HCW 0.31 0.65 0.37 0.51 0.11

YG 0.39 0.50 0.23 0.79 0.45
1WBSF, Warner-Bratzler Shear Force; REA, Ribeye Muscle Area; MARB, Marbling
score; FT, Backfat Thickness; HCW, Hot Carcass Weight; YG, Yield Grade.
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averaging the realized accuracies or correlations for a sub-
set of animals of a single breed of sire within the validation
population, rather than for the entire set of animals in the
validation population. Breed of sire was not considered
during allocation because the objective was to train and
validate on multi-breed populations of animals comprised
of commercially relevant US beef breeds. Animals were
sampled using Matlab’s (Natick, MA) random number
generator seeded by the CPU clock time to prevent identi-
cal assignments across replicates. If animals were parti-
tioned into training and validation populations so as to
minimize the extent of relatedness between individuals in
these populations, realized accuracies of DGV would be
expected to be minimized compared to those obtained
with alternative methods of partitioning [4-6]. However,
this approach was not feasible in this study because a large
proportion of the data comprised single-progeny sire
groups (>37%) and the total number of animals present as
small half-sib families (≤10 progeny per sire) comprised
45% of the total data. Efforts to partition animals into train-
ing and validation populations based on genomic relation-
ships resulted in trivial differences in DGV accuracies (data
not shown). The structure of the data present in our ana-
lysis is similar to the type of data that would be expected in
a commercial scenario. For example, if genotyping was
routinely practiced at a feedlot where animals were tested
upon arrival at the feedyard and allocated to pens based on
their genetic propensity to achieve a desirable phenotype,
no information (other than genotypes) would be available
to account for relationships between animals. Conse-
quently, our realized accuracies are likely to be less conser-
vative than those found in studies that strove to reduce the
extent of inter-family relationships between members of
the training and validation sets.
A substantial number of different assignment propor-

tions was tested (10% to 95% of the total dataset), to en-
sure a broad representation of sampling across the
dataset. This extensive sampling procedure allowed us to
ascertain at which point variance component estimates
became most stable, and at which point the inclusion of
additional animals into training yielded diminishing returns.
In addition, because of the large sample size, the propor-
tions tested in our analyses are representative of sample
sizes in published cattle studies when we include sampling
as little as 10% to 20% of the data (i.e., analyses using ap-
proximately 325 to 650 animals in training). No discern-
ible increases in accuracy were realized after ~60 to 70%
of the data were included in training. Therefore, we empir-
ically identified the optimal proportion of data to assign to
training (the best-fit analysis) from the analysis that pro-
duced the smallest coefficient of variation for the realized
accuracies generated in the BayesCπ analyses of the 20
bootstrap replicates provided that > 50% of the data were
used in training.

Results and discussion
Informed starting values
In a REML analysis, starting values for variance compo-
nents are generally uninformed, but estimates will gener-
ally converge to a restricted maximum likelihood estimate
regardless of the starting values. Upon convergence, they
are then informed values. We employed a similar termin-
ology to denote the starting values for our BayesA analysis
(i.e., “uninformed” to represent starting values that were
not based on any prior information generated by another
Bayesian analysis, and “informed” for analyses which used
starting values generated from a Bayesian analysis of the
data that had reached convergence). In the BayesC ana-
lyses, the data overwhelmed the parameter starting values
resulting in rapid convergence of the posterior means for
variance components. The BayesA analyses were sensitive
to starting values which required the use of starting values
obtained from the BayesCπ analyses (Figure 1). Figure 1A
illustrates the sensitivity of the BayesA analyses to the
choice of starting values. Au (red) represents the realized
DGV accuracies achieved when variance component start-
ing values were obtained from a weighted average across
all breeds from a GBLUP analysis that incorporated REML
variance component estimation [22] and Ai (blue) repre-
sents accuracies achieved when the means of the posterior
distributions for additive and residual variance compo-
nents from the BayesCπ analyses were used as starting
values in a BayesA analysis. In Panel A, realized accuracies
were normalized using a constant trait heritability that
was estimated from the best fit BayesC0 analysis, and vari-
ation in realized accuracy reflects variation in the correl-
ation between phenotype and DGV. Differences between
using uninformed (Au) and informed (Ai) variance compo-
nent starting values were greater when the realized accur-
acies were estimated using heritability estimates produced
within each analysis (Figure 1B). Finally, use of unin-
formed starting values for variance components led to the
over-estimation of heritability, and systematic underesti-
mation of realized accuracy.
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Heritability estimates and realized accuracy
Best-fit analyses were identified based on the set of 20
bootstraps for each model that produced the lowest co-
efficient of variation for the correlation between DGV
and phenotypes in the validation set when > 50% of the
data were used in training since using less data resulted
in an increase in the sampling variance of the heritability
and wide variation of the realized accuracy calculations
[See Additional file 2: Figure S1A]. When a single herit-
ability estimate based on a more robust sampling of data
was used to estimate realized accuracies, results became
more stable in the analyses using smaller subsets of the
data [See Additional file 2: Figure S1B] and assessments
of DGV accuracy could then be based solely on the esti-
mated correlation between phenotype and predicted
DGV within the validation set.
Correlations that were standardized using the heritabil-

ity estimated from the BayesC0 analyses appeared to bet-
ter reflect DGV accuracies (Table 4, last column). This
was most notable for the BayesCπ analyses, which under-
estimated heritability compared to the other analyses in
this study as well as REML estimates of heritability from
GBLUP analyses [20]. Evidence of underestimation by
BayesCπ can also be found in [See Additional file 2: Figure
S1A]. When using the smaller heritability estimate from
the BayesCπ analysis, the realized accuracies were some-
times outside the parameter space [0–1]. Correlations that
were standardized using a heritability estimate obtained
with all markers in the analysis (BayesC0) alleviated this
issue [See Additional file 2: Figure S1B]. McClure et al.
[20] reported a heritability of 0.25 across all breeds in
this dataset. When compared to our heritability estimates
(0.12 for BayesCπ, 0.26 for BayesC0, and 0.29 for BayesA),
the analyses that fit all of the markers provided the closest
estimates to the REML heritability estimate generated in
the GBLUP analysis. This finding is likely due to the scal-
ing parameters in the model as well as over-dependence
on a few large-effect QTL, since this effect was only ob-
served for traits for which very large SNP effects were
detected. While this finding may vary from trait to trait,
the heritability estimates obtained from the method-
ology that is most similar to REML/GBLUP (BayesC0)
were stable over bootstrap samples, and appeared to be
unaffected by GenSel’s scaling parameters in our study
(unlike BayesCπ). Therefore, we recommend the use of
the heritability estimate from the BayesC0 analysis to
calculate the realized accuracies because it results in ac-
curacy values that are similar in scale to those from a
GBLUP analysis, which are the values presented in this
manuscript, unless otherwise specified.

Bayesian model comparisons
Bayesian approaches have been shown to yield higher
DGV accuracies than those produced by linear models
when traits are influenced by genes of large effect [13].
In order to determine whether statistically significant
differences in predictive capability between models exist,
we performed paired t-test analyses of correlations (be-
tween DGV and phenotypes) for all analytical models
across the 20 bootstrap replicates for each best-fit model
(Table 5). While there were significant differences between
models (p < 0.05, bonferroni-corrected p < 0.0014), those
with the largest differences in means were for WBSF
(BayesCπ vs. all other models and BayesC0 vs. all other
models), FT (BayesCπ vs. all other models and BayesC0
vs. BayesA), and YG (BayesCπ vs. all other models). In one
case, a 7% difference in accuracy was observed between
the models with the highest and lowest accuracy (Table 4,
last column). Overall, models that allowed unequal vari-
ances for SNP effects performed statistically better than
those that assumed a constant SNP variance, particu-
larly for traits that appeared to have large-effect QTL.
The BayesA and BayesB95 analyses achieved the highest
realized accuracies with no apparent penalty for including
all of the markers in the analysis, presumably because the
modeling of individual SNP variances allowed the effects
for small-effect loci to be appropriately shrunk.
Results for WBSF (Figure 2) were consistent with find-

ings in the literature that indicate an advantage of Bayes-
ian models that allow for unequal SNP variances for traits
with large-effect QTL [13]. However, our analyses of FT
did not confirm this advantage (Figure 3), although evi-
dence for several genes of large effect was found for this
trait in our population. BayesCπ was inferior to BayesC0
at predicting DGV for FT, probably because BayesCπ per-
formed poorly in Hereford (Figure 3) and to a lesser extent
in Charolais, which together comprised over 55% of the
total FT dataset (Table 1). Results for YG were similar
[See Additional file 2: Figure S2], presumably because of
the strong dependence of YG on FT in the US beef grad-
ing system. The Angus and Hereford calves could be con-
sidered purebred commercial cattle, while the Continental
breeds were a cross between Continental and Angus
breeds; therefore, the superiority of the BayesCπ DGV
prediction accuracies in Angus and the significantly re-
duced DGV prediction accuracy in Hereford with all of
the Continental-sired calves having intermediate values
suggests that the large-effect gene discovered for this trait
is Angus-specific. The intermediate DGV prediction ac-
curacy in Continental-sired calves reflects the fact that at
least 50% (for some breeds this percentage can be greater
than 50% due to “grading up” of Continental breeds within
their registries) of chromosomes in these populations may
be of Angus origin, resulting in the segregation of the FT
QTL in these crossbred progeny. If the linkage phase rela-
tionship between SNP and QTL alleles is not preserved
among breeds in the analysis, SNP effects will underesti-
mate the contribution of QTL to DGV [27]. Therefore,



Table 4 Parameters (π, h2)a, correlations between the DGV and phenotype rĝ;y
� �

from the best-fit analyses,
and realized accuracies

Trait1 nt
2 nv

3 Analysis π h2 rĝ;y4 Realized accuracyw
5 Realized accuracyCπ

6 Realized AccuracyC0
7

WBSF 2268 972 BayesCπ 0.9998 0.12 0.298 0.854 0.862 0.585

BayesC0 0 0.26 0.276 0.547 0.796 0.541

BayesA 0 0.29 0.314 0.586 0.906 0.616

BayesB95 0.95 0.28 0.319 0.605 0.921 0.626

REA 1927 1286 BayesCπ 0.9931 0.32 0.336 0.600 0.594 0.585

BayesC0 0 0.33 0.345 0.599 0.609 0.600

BayesA 0 0.38 0.343 0.560 0.606 0.597

BayesB95 0.95 0.36 0.344 0.573 0.608 0.599

MARB 1657 1106 BayesCπ 0.7432 0.62 0.595 0.757 0.756 0.762

BayesC0 0 0.62 0.595 0.759 0.756 0.762

BayesA 0 0.72 0.590 0.697 0.750 0.756

BayesB95 0.95 0.67 0.592 0.722 0.752 0.758

FT 1887 1259 BayesCπ 0.9999 0.06 0.206 0.815 0.842 0.397

BayesC0 0 0.27 0.267 0.517 1.091 0.514

BayesA 0 0.11 0.242 0.746 0.990 0.467

BayesB95 0.95 0.11 0.249 0.741 1.017 0.480

HCW 1931 1288 BayesCπ 0.9539 0.49 0.536 0.763 0.763 0.766

BayesC0 0 0.48 0.543 0.785 0.772 0.776

BayesA 0 0.63 0.536 0.677 0.762 0.765

BayesB95 0.95 0.59 0.532 0.693 0.756 0.760

YG 2219 951 BayesCπ 0.9998 0.08 0.217 0.757 0.753 0.412

BayesC0 0 0.28 0.264 0.502 0.914 0.500

BayesA 0 0.13 0.256 0.714 0.888 0.486

BayesB95 0.95 0.136 0.260 0.705 0.901 0.493
aEstimated as the means of posterior distributions over all post burn-in iterations.
1WBSF, Warner-Bratzler Shear Force; REA, Ribeye Muscle Area; MARB, Marbling score; FT, Backfat Thickness; HCW, Hot Carcass Weight; YG, Yield Grade.
2Number of individuals in the training population.
3Number of individuals in the validation population.
4Correlations reported are for best-fit analyses.
5Mean of realized accuracies calculated using the mean heritability estimate across all bootstrap samples within analysis.
6Mean of realized accuracies estimated using a heritability estimate produced from the best-fit BayesCπ analysis.
7Mean of realized accuracies estimated using a heritability estimate produced from the best-fit BayesC0 analysis.
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phase relationships between SNP and QTL alleles must be
preserved for this accuracy advantage to be realized within
a multi-breed population.
It has been observed [28] that there are small differ-

ences between models that do not account for individual
SNP variances (i.e., GBLUP and BayesC) and those that
do (i.e., BayesA, BayesB) for traits that adhered to the in-
finitesimal model. In this study, for traits which did
not appear to possess genes of large effect, such as REA
(Figure 4), HCW [See Additional file 2: Figure S3] and
MARB [See Additional file 2: Figure S4], DGV accuracies
differed only slightly between analytical models (Table 5),
regardless of the value of π, which indicates that con-
straining a proportion of loci to have no effect on a trait
was far less important than the ability to assign individ-
ual locus SNP variances for the largest effect loci.
It has previously been observed that the predictive
ability of a particular model depends on three attributes:
effective population size, genetic architecture of the trait,
and size of the training population [29]. Given these pa-
rameters, the fact that the BayesA and BayesB analyses
(with π = 0 or 0.95, respectively) consistently performed
well for all traits regardless of whether they were influ-
enced by genes of large effect suggests that models
which allow unequal SNP variances should be consid-
ered to be the “gold standard” for training GS models.
We observed that these models were statistically better
(Table 5) despite the statistical drawbacks that have been
attributed to the current implementations of these
methods [26]. Therefore, we qualify this statement by
saying that this can only hold when well-estimated par-
ameter starting values are available for the analysis.



Table 5 Results for paired t-test analyses of differences between mean correlations for all analytical modelsa

WBSF C0 A B95 HCW C0 A B95

Cpi 0.0247 −0.0170 −0.0231 Cpi 0.00234 0.0131 0.0062

4.77 −3.28 −5.49 6.94 11.72 5.87

<0.0001 0.0039 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

C0 −0.0418 −0.0479 C0 0.0108 0.0040

−16.06 −17.24 9.17 3.10

<0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 0.0059

A −0.0061 A −0.0070

−4.41 −10.03

0.0003 <0.0001

REA C0 A B95 FT C0 A B95

Cpi −0.0096 −0.0080 −0.0092 Cpi −0.0638 −0.0448 −0.0630

−4.54 −4.08 −6.45 −9.80 −7.37 −6.70

0.0002 0.0006 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

C0 0.0017 0.0005 C0 0.0190 0.0009

4.25 0.49 8.58 0.11

0.0004 0.6305 <0.0001 0.9133

A −0.0012 A −0.0181

−1.36 −2.32

0.1890 0.0317

MARB C0 A B95 YG C0 A B95

Cpi 0.0006 0.0077 0.0047 Cpi −0.0493 −0.0413 −0.0452

3.90 9.28 3.56 −10.00 −9.48 −11.98

0.0010 <0.0001 0.0021 <0.0001 <0.0001 <0.0001

C0 0.0071 0.0041 C0 0.0081 0.0042

8.00 2.87 3.17 1.65

<0.0001 0.0099 0.0050 0.1147

A −0.0030 A −0.0039

−2.90 −3.65

0.0092 0.0017
aResults are across 20 bootstrap replicates for the best-fit model. The top line represents the mean difference between validation correlations for each model, the
center value is the t-statistic for the test of no difference in model accuracies, and the bottom number is the corresponding p-value for the test.
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Random allocation
With no constraint on sample availability, the optimum
number of animals to allocate to a training population
will likely vary with the heritability of the trait and the
effective population size, and may be anywhere from
thousands to tens of thousands [30]. In this population
of animals across all traits, random allocation of animals
into training and validation populations proved compu-
tationally efficient and resulted in high accuracies of
prediction (Table 4). Realized accuracies ranged from
0.41 (YG BayesCπ) to 0.78 (HCW BayesC0) and the
highest accuracies were obtained for traits for which
more markers were estimated to influence the trait. In a
Holstein cattle dataset, Hayes et al. [31] observed that
the accuracy of DGV predictions for traits with large
QTL effects is higher than for traits with infinitesimal
inheritance provided that the model used can account
for the trait architecture. In this study, traits that in-
volve genes of large effect tended to have the lowest
realized accuracies. However, this may be influenced
by the fact that the FT predictions (which also influ-
ence YG) were affected by a presumably breed-specific
gene of large effect.
Realized accuracies within each breed varied with the

breed-specific heritability estimates for each trait. DGV
accuracies estimated using breed-specific trait heritabil-
ities are in Figure 5A for WBSF, Figure 5B for REA and
in Additional file 2: Figures S5, S6, S7, and S8 for all
other traits [See Additional file 2]. Presumably because
of small sample size, accuracies that were estimated for
Limousin tended to be the lowest (as shown for GBLUP
in [6]), but this was not universally true (i.e., FT). A similar



Figure 2 Mean DGV realized accuracies for WBSF over 20 bootstraps for BayesA (red), BayesCπ (blue), BayesC0 (green) analyses, and
BayesB95 (purple). An across-breed estimate of heritability from the BayesC0 analysis was used for the calculation of overall accuracy and
within-breed realized accuracies were calculated from within-breed estimates of heritability obtained through GBLUP.
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result was reported in [32], where animals that comprised
the smallest proportion of the training population resulted
in the lowest prediction accuracies. Breeds that were over-
represented in the training set generally achieved the lar-
gest accuracies.
Best-fit analyses consistently used anywhere from 60

to 70% of the total data available for analysis. As the
total data used in training increased, the realized accur-
acies in the validation population became increasingly
volatile as the validation population sample size de-
creased [See Additional file 2: Figures S1, S9, S10, S11,
S12, and S13]. Mean accuracy across the 20 bootstrap
replicates was not different between analyses that used
Figure 3 Mean DGV realized accuracies for FT over 20 bootstraps for
BayesB95 (purple). An across-breed estimate of heritability from the Baye
within-breed realized accuracies were calculated from within-breed estimat
more than 60 to 70% of the data; however, the coeffi-
cient of variation increased substantially as the number
of animals selected for validation became proportionally
large or small. A similar phenomenon was observed by
Erbe et al. [33] when anywhere from 73% to 95% of the
total dataset was used for training. Consequently, using
60 to 70% of a dataset for training appears to be a viable
heuristic for most moderately-sized datasets. It should
be noted that for practical applications, all available re-
cords would be used in model training, and the assess-
ment of prediction accuracy would be performed within
the implementation population where performance is
being predicted.
BayesA (red), BayesCπ (blue), BayesC0 (green) analyses, and
sC0 analysis was used for the calculation of overall accuracy and
es of heritability obtained through GBLUP.



Figure 4 Mean DGV realized accuracies for REA over 20 bootstraps for BayesA (red), BayesCπ (blue), BayesC0 (green) analyses, and
BayesB95 (purple). An across-breed estimate of heritability from the BayesC0 analysis was used for the calculation of overall accuracy and
within-breed realized accuracies were calculated from within-breed estimates of heritability obtained through GBLUP.

Figure 5 Realized accuracies for DGV generated using BayesCπ
and within-breed estimates of heritability for WBSF (Panel A)
and REA (Panel B).
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Comparative analysis of realized accuracies
While studies in the literature that examined carcass trait
DGV accuracies (with values between 0.07 and 0.31 [34]
and −0.07 and 0.57 [35]) in very large multi-breed sheep
populations (~5000 to 8000 animals) exist, only one other
study to date has reported DGV accuracies for carcass
traits in a large multi-breed beef cattle population [18],
which ranged from 0.11 to 0.22. Direct comparison of ac-
curacies between studies can be problematic, considering
the diverse methods that are used to calculate DGV accur-
acy in the scientific literature. Our correlations (ranging
from 0.206 to 0.595) exceeded those reported in [16] and
our realized accuracies (ranging from 0.41 to 0.78 for all
traits and analyses where realized accuracies were calcu-
lated using BayesC0 heritabilities) were greater than those
reported in [17]; however, our study encompassed ap-
proximately five times the number of records as these
studies and included carcass rather than feed efficiency
traits. Our correlations were higher than those reported in
[18] (0.11 to 0.22), possibly because our populations were
more highly related than the crossbred multi-breed popu-
lation and multi-breed purebred population in [18].
Most of the DGV accuracies that are reported for

carcass traits in beef cattle come from studies on pure-
bred populations. For example, Saatchi et al. [5] re-
ported accuracies (expressed as the genetic correlation
between the trait and its DGV) in Limousin (n ~ 2900,
depending on the trait) and Simmental (n ~ 1700, de-
pending on the trait) cattle of 0.56 to 0.59 for HCW,
0.98 for FT, 0.63 to 0.65 for MARB, 0.59 to 0.63 for
REA, 0.53 for WBSF, and 0.62 to 0.67 for YG. Compared
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to our results, FT and YG accuracies were higher in their
study, WBSF and REA were nearly equivalent, and
MARB and HCW were higher in our study. However, it
should be noted that pooling across breeds yielded more
records as compared to [5] (approximately 1500 and 340
additional records as compared to the Simmental and
Limousin analyses, respectively), but did not always re-
sult in superior accuracy given the multi-breed nature of
the population. It should also be noted that our realized
accuracies were less conservative due to random parti-
tioning of animals into training and validation popula-
tions rather than to the minimization of the average
relatedness among animals, since that was not feasible
within the structure of our data. Saatchi et al. [4] also re-
ported results for a similar analysis on Angus cattle, and
the accuracies reported were 0.471 and 0.689 for HCW,
0.603 and 0.793 for FT, 0.690 and 0.817 for MARB, and
0.601 and 0.694 for REA, for K-means and random allo-
cation, respectively. Comparing the results for random
allocation to our results revealed that accuracies were
greater in [4] than those achieved in our study (with the
exception for HCW), which is probably due to the
greater number of records (n = 3570), the use of dereg-
ressed EPD, and the single-breed population.
Goddard and Hayes [30] estimated that a minimum of

approximately 50 000 animals would be necessary for ref-
erence populations in the case of lowly heritable traits
(with a small effective population size of 100). It is unlikely
that this number will be achieved in a single research
study unless extensive pooling across breeds is performed
or samples from industry are made available. This num-
ber of records has already been achieved in the Angus
breed (http://www.angus.org/AGI/CelebrateHD50K.pdf),
which demonstrates the potential that this technology
holds as industry adoption increases. Commercial cattle
populations will need a lower entry price point than seed-
stock operations, but the opportunity to achieve large
numbers of animals for evaluation is much greater. How-
ever, it is likely that larger numbers of animals in the refer-
ence population will be necessary, since the effective
population size will increase with the pooling of individ-
uals across breeds which individually have effective popu-
lation sizes of about 100 individuals.
Goddard and Hayes [30] also estimated that a refer-

ence population of at least 2000 to 3000 animals was
needed to obtain prediction accuracies greater than 0.4
for moderately heritable traits (~0.3). When compared
to [30], it would be reasonable to expect the maximum
achieved accuracy to decrease slightly in a multi-breed
application. However, we achieved accuracies of approxi-
mately 0.4 to 0.7 with moderately to highly heritable
traits with a similar population size. It is well known that
the extent of the relationship between training and imple-
mentation populations as well as the time since divergence
of populations being predicted influences the accuracies
obtained from genomic selection [6,13,32,36,37]. Presum-
ably there is an underlying component of accuracy that is
due to linkage disequilibrium, with the remainder being
due to linkage [38]. In our study, the range of LD is ex-
pected to be attenuated due to the pooling of breeds [8].
In a commercial cattle population for which pedigree in-
formation is absent, such as in this study, it is likely that
unknown pedigree relationships will bias the accuracies
upward through the modeling of linkage information.
However, it would be possible to take advantage of this
increased accuracy due to linkage [38] as long as it is ac-
ceptable that the subsequent time-associated decay in
accuracy from one generation to another is much
greater than for a model that capitalizes on linkage dis-
equilibrium alone [37]. We would generally expect pre-
diction accuracies to increase as training population
size increases, as has been noted for both theoretical
[30] and real datasets [39].
Industry impact and application
Potential industry impacts in the commercial sector have
largely been ignored in the logical pursuit of enhancing
predictive ability in purebred cattle, where GS has already
been implemented. Nonetheless, tremendous potential ex-
ists to leverage those data and infrastructure investments
to transfer this technology to the commercial beef indus-
try. For this potential to be realized, foundational research
must be completed to determine appropriate practices
and applications.
The first, and most logical, place for the deployment

of this technology in multi-breed populations is within
the hybrid seedstock industry. Although these animals
have pedigree data obtained from their respective breed
organizations and possess EPDs from NCE along with
their purebred counterparts, tremendous potential exists
to refine prediction equations to maximize their efficacy
in this industry sector. These predictions would likely pri-
marily comprise two to three breed predictions (Angus or
Red Angus and a Continental breed), and could set the
stage for implementation in populations with higher
amounts of admixture and unknown but highly variable
breed composition.
It is also conceivable that commercial cattle could be

tested upon entering a feedlot (if not earlier in life) and be
sorted into groups by genetic potential to produce high-
quality grade beef and/or for feed efficiency, or even by
their susceptibility to common feedlot diseases, such as
Bovine Respiratory Disease Complex. In this scenario, cat-
tle could be fed and managed more appropriately to re-
duce waste and minimize labor costs associated with the
monitoring and care of animals that are likely to become
ill or moribund.

http://www.angus.org/AGI/CelebrateHD50K.pdf
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Conclusions
By randomly allocating animals to training and validation
populations, accuracies of DGV for the six traits studied
here ranged from 0.40 to 0.78. The presence of large-
effect QTL that do not segregate in all breeds is a signifi-
cant limitation in multi-breed predictions. The best fit
model depended on the genetic architecture of the trait
and whether large-effect QTL were segregating. Models
that were fit using BayesA consistently produced high
DGV accuracies for all traits. In addition, models that can
include unequal variances for individual SNPs produced
higher accuracies than those that cannot for traits for
which large-effect QTL are segregating. Using 60 to 70%
of the total data for training provided the highest mean ac-
curacy and the lowest coefficient of variation in accuracy
across multiple bootstrap replicates.
Combined with the generally high prediction accuracies,

these findings support the use of Bayesian models that
allow the inclusion of unequal SNP variances for the im-
plementation of genomic prediction in the US beef indus-
try. This study provides the basis for further investigation
of the use of genomic selection in the commercial beef
industry, including the potential for its application in the
cow/calf and feedlot sectors, provided that the cost/bene-
fits ratio supports technology transfer to these sectors.
Additional files

Additional file 1: Table S1. Contains correlations between the DGV
and phenotypes for each trait and analysis.

Additional file 2: Additional figures S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9,
S10, S11, S12, and S13 present data for each trait.
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